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APU/HYD

GENERAL,

The APU/HYD display is an SM display (DISP 86) available only in OPS 2.

It provides data on the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) and Hydraulic (HYD)

subsystem.

1] BACKGROUND

The APU/HYD system consists of three independent subsystems and their

interfaces. Each subsystem consists of three identical and independent
units. The APU subsystem serves only one purpose: that is to provide
mechanical shaft power to the hydraulic main pump attached to the APU

gear box. Liquid hydrazine provides the chemical energy to drive the

APU turbine. The APU turbine provides rotational shaft power to the gear

box which, through gear reduction, drives the APU fuel pump, lube o7

pump and the hydraulic main pump.

The hydraulic subsystem consists of three independent hydraulic po

generation, control and distribution systems. Each of the system

consists of the components necessary to generate, distribute, control,

monitor and use hydraulic power and to thermally condition the hydraulic

fluid. The system provides hydraulic fluid flow at pressures required to

Operate the actuators controlling the Orbiter elevons, rudder/speedbrake,

body flap, landing gear, wheel brakes, nose wheel steering, SSME thrust

vector control, SSME propulsion control valves, and ET umbilical retractor.
Circulation of the hydraulic fluid for thermal conditioning when the APU's

are not operating is accomplished by electrically driven circulation pumps.
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and messages on TABLES':!"andthe explanation below ali bear the same

number for easy reference. An "M" may appear in any status column

indicating that the data is missing. Values below those listed in the L

column will cause an "L" to appear in the status column and those greater

than listed in the H column will produce an H. If the parameters are s

limit sensed, the value which triggers the warning or alert can be

found in the & column for lower limit and the * column for upper limit.

Class 3 alert messages are listed for FDA'd parameters. Messages enclexd
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indicate a hardware-produced warning annunciated on the

C&ll matrix on F7. Software Class 2 warnings will illuminate the 4/ckuP

Cs

AgM light on the F7,matrix, turn on the MASTER ALARM lights and tone,

ies

and flash the listed fault message on the CRT. st? were lass 5
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@) B/U EGT - This is the backup APU exhaust gas temperature to the

mary reading (©) that is gauged on cockpit panel F8. /The hot gasses from

turbine are dumped overboard yia the exhaust duct at a maximum flow rate

of .25 1b/sec of the byproducts of hydrazine decomposition, The normal

operating Jimits for APU EGT are from 900-1160° F. Backup EGT is also dis-

played on the SM SYS SuMM 2 display. High EGT may indicate a fire in the

exhaust duct, gas generator injection failure, or turbine failure.

@ EGI = hnis measurement is from the primary APU exhaust gas tempera-

sensor. It drives the EGT meter on cockpit panel F8 and is hardwired to

APU TEMP" caution and warning light. Operating rahe and-possible out of

are the same as for B/U EGT@). APU EGT is also displayed on

%
- This is the measurement of APU turbine speed. The turbine

bly consists of a two-stage, single wheel turbine. High pressure, high

s from the gas generator is routed to the first stage nozzles,

expanded and routed at supersonic velocities back through the

exhaust duct.

Each APU has its own controller to provide speed control,

, signal conditioning and malfunction tection.

of the turbine (100 percent) is 72,000 rpm. However, the

Derk
speed (103 percent) is( 74,160 rpmand the high speed (113 percent) is

Due to t inertia of the turbine, speed is controlled to +8 percent of ti

(HIGH or 4) on the SPEED SELECT switch (panel

ntroller has two-speed control logic circuits to

ected turbine speed. A 103 percent/115 percent two-level comparator

al conditioner receive speed signals from one mi pickup unit



shaft and a 113 percent comparator and signal conditioner



4.

inputs from the temperature and pressure sensors mounted on the tank and feedlines.

PVT computations use pressure from thenitrogenside off the tank and surface

temperature from the hydrazine (NoHq) side of the tank. The fuel tank assembly

stores and provides for positive expulsion of the liquid hydrazine to the APU

gas generator. The assembly consists of a 28-inch diameter spherical titanium

tank with a useable fuel capacity of 346 lbs. The normal operating fuel quantity

is 25-100 percent capacity. The fuel tank and feedlines are maintained at 55-65° F

by insulation and thermostatically controlled heaters. Fuel quantity is also

gauged on cockpit panel F8 and displayed on the SM SYS SUMM 2 display. Low fuel

tank quantity may be caused by GN2 leak, hydrazine leak, or PVT input parameter(s)

out-of limits (i.e., transducer shift). If a transducer error is suspected, an

on-orbit capability exists for the crew to substitute nominal values for a failed

parameter via Table Maintenance procedures or via ground uplink.

@) TKP - This is the measurement of the APU fuel tank GN2 pressure.

The fuel tank contains a diaphragm to separate the GN2 pressurant from the

hydrazine. When fully fueled, the tank is pressurized to 325 psia at 70° F with

N2. The normal operating range for fuel tank pressure is 135-260 psia. Tank

pressure is used by the GPC for APU fuel tank PVT quantity computations and is

also gauged on cockpit panel F8. Low fuel tank pressure may indicate a GN2 or

hydrazine leak or fuel tank heaters failed OFF. High fuel tank pressure may

indicate fuel tank heaters failed ON.

@) QUT P/- This is the measurement of the APU fuel tank output pressure.
] 5

The(pressure of the (fuel output/from the tank is used by the GPC for fuel tank

PVT quantity computations Normal operating pressure is 135-260 psia. There

are no associated software limits or fault displays for fuel tank output

pressure. Low output pressure may indicate a
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of 290° F will be reset to 80° F via TMBU after bearbox temperature is stabilized

on-orbit. Low lube oi] temperature (< Sn) indicates either the line heater

or thermostat is failed off. High lube oil temperature (> 80° F on-orbit)

indicates line heater or thermostat is failed on. High lube oil temperature

(> 240° F APU operating) may indicate W/B failure, gearbox over-pressure, or

excessive gearbox loading.

OUTT - This is the measurement of the APU gearbox lube:oil output
temperature. The normal operating temperature of the lube oil output is

270°-320° F when the APU is operating. While on-orbit lube oil line heaters

are thermostatically controlled to maintain lube oi] temperatures at 50°-70° Es

lube oi] output temperature is also displayed on the SM SYS SUMM 2 display.

The upper software limit of 330° will be reset to 80° F via TMBU after gearbox

temperature is stabilized on-orbit. Low lube oil output temperature (< 40° F)

indicates either the line heater or thermostat is failed off. High lube oi1

output temperature (> 80° F on-orbit) indicates line heater or thermostat is

failed on. High lube oi] output temperature (> 330° F APU operating) may indicate

excessive gearbox loading or gearbox over-pressure.

OUTP - This is the measurement of the gearbox lube oi] pump output

pressure. >The reduction gears in .the gearbox assembly reduce the turbine speed

to 12,215 rpm for the gearbox lube oi] pump. The lube oi] pump has a-dtseharge

kate-0f4-33—GPM=at a normal Operating pressure of 30-70 psia.’ An overpressure

relief valve dumps excess oil back to the inlet side of the oi] pump to preclude

lube jet from flooding the gears and causing a decrease in efficiency from

churning losses. /Lube oi] output pressure is also displayed on the SM SY

display. The software limits are preconditioned as a function of the APU CONTROL

switch. With the switch OFF, the lower software limit is set to 0 psia. With

the switch in START/RUN or START ORIDE/RUN, the lower software limit is set to

___
). A limit sense time delay is incorporated into the

ic so no fault message will appear after an APU CONTROL switch

2 unless the OUT P is still out-of-limits after



10 seconds. With the APU operating, low output pressure indicates lube oit

leak and high output pressure indicates a restriction in the lube oi] line or

a gearbox repressurization circuit failure causing overpressurization of the

gearbox.

ai.) GBX_P - This is the measurement of the APU gearbox GN2 pressure.
The ts gearbox acoumatersene pressurizedwithnitrogen (/2ss5Saasz} to

provide pressure for positive lube oi1 flow to the lube jets. Scavenger lines

near the tips of the gearsreturn the lube oi] to the inlet side Gaia lube

oi] pump. The normal gearbox operating pressure is 5-15psia. The gearbox is

repressurized with GN2 wherever an APU START/RUN command is initiated and

4 gearbox pressure is €5.5 psia. Low gearbox pressure may indicate a gearbox
"

GN2 or lube oil leak.

2) N2 P - This is the measurement of the APU gearbox GN2 tank pressure.
fuletcoan L

thyThe GN2 tank supplies the GN2 pressure to repressurize the gearbox,accumulators
‘ortonto APU start.-If the APU CONTROL switch is in START/RUN or START ORIDE/

RUN and the gearbox pressure is < 5.5 psia, the gearbox GN2 repressurization
circuit will open a valve allowing the GN2 tank to repressurize the tio gearbox «.¢

accumulators. The valve will close when the gearbox pressure > 8 psia. The

Normal operating range of the gearbox GN2 tank is 100-300 psia. There are no

software limits or fault messages for gearbox GN2 tank pressure. Low N2 P

(< 100 psia) indicates a GN2 leak.

G3 BRGT - This is the measurement of the APU gearbox drive shaft

bearing temperature. The APU turbine provides rotational shaft power directly

to the APU gearbox. The normal operating range for bearing temperature is

27 0r=s20e a High bearing temperature may indicate possible gearbox failure.



GG BED T - This is the measurement of the gas generator catalytic

bed temperature. The gas generator assembly consists of a catalytic bed

using a granular catalyst (SHELL 405) within a pressure chamber mounted inside

an exhaust chamber. Hydrazine propellant decomposes when it contacts the

catalyst and hot gasses are produced. The hot gasses are directed to the

turbine first- and second-stage nozzles. The gas generator bed heatersare

used to preheat the catalyst bed to > 190° F for smooth propellant decomposition.

The thermostatic control range is 360°-425° F since the heater is used to

maintain fuel line temperatures as well as gas generator bed temperature. The

normal observed operating range of the gas generator bed temperature is 360°-

500° F. The upper limit is the sensor limit of 500° F while the design operating

temperature of the catalyst bed is 1700° F; therefore, when the APU is operati

GG BED T will read 500 H. Low APU GG BED T may indicate heater or driver circuit

failure, signal conditioner failure, or APU CONTROL switch shorted. If GG BED T

transducer fails or shifts < 190° F, APU START ORIDE must be used for APU start.



® Pat, Viv'T °-PMP T and VLV T are the APU fuel pump and secondary

control valve temperatures. After APU shutdown, heat soak-back could

cause the fuel pump and/or fuel control valve temperature to exceed 200°F.

A water spray system is installed to cool the fuel pump and valve to

170°-175°Fafter APU shutdown to prevent formation of ahydrazine bubble.

The two redundant cooling systems (A&B) are crew selectable on panel

R2 (APU FUEL PUMP/VLV COOL) and require APU CNTLR PWR selected ON. After

APU shutdown with. the APU Fuel Pump/VLY Cool switch (A or B) in AUTO,

water will spray 1 sec on and 4 sec off until the desired temperature
(22006)

range is reached. High PMP T or VLV T (209° F) may indicate water

spray system failure, APU CNTLR PWR - OFF, or fuel pump/valve heaters

failed on. Low PMP T or VLV T indicate heaters failed off.
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boiler controller A and one for controller B. The displayed temperature
No temperature is displayed if BOILER CNTLR is selected OFF.

depends upon which controller (A or B) is selected., There are no sortware

limits and no fault display for vent temperature. Vent temperature high

(>175° F) indicates vent heaters failed ON and low vent temperature (<130° F)

indicates vent heaters failed OFF.

TANK T - This is the measurement of the water boiler H20 storace tank

temperature. The. H20 storage tank is part of the water spray boiler

feed system. This parameter is used by the GPC for H20 storage tank

quantity computations. H20 tank heaters, controlled by the BOILER CNTLR

PHR/HTR switch, prevent the tank from icing. The normal operating range

of the tank is 45-160° F with the heaters thermostatically controlled

at 50-55° F.. When BOILER CNTLR PWR/HTR - B is selected, TANK T will

indicate off-scale low since this parameter is not provided by controller 8.

another controller (A.or B) is selected, software limits are reset (se

If TANK T is still out-of-limits upon reselection of controller A, the

fault message will reoccur after 5 minutes. Low H20 tank temperature

(on-orbit) indicates tank heaters failed OFF.

BLR T - This is the measurement of the internal boiler system tem erature.
boiler provides for the cooling of hydraulic fluid and APU

lube oi1. There are two boiler modes: a pool made for ascent and entry

for heavy heat loads, and a spray mode (valve pulses) for lower heat loads

on-orbit. Hydraulic fluid and APU lube oi1 are cooled by water in the

pool mode during prelaunch, launch and ascent. As orbit is approached,

the temperature at which water boils has decreased, which decreases the

internal boiler water level by evaporation. The boiler remains empt

on-orbit, requiring the system to be in the spray mode during operation
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flight control surface actuator indicates which hydraulic system is

active for the actuator. The determination is performed through comparison

of active and passive/standby spool positions, while actual designation
of hydraulic systems is by hydraulic system pressure.

For example, if all three hydraulic systems
:

are pressurized, the SW VLV
matrix would appear as follows:

SW VLV

BEEV™ LOB

IB

R IB

0B

RUD/SPD BK

If Hydraulic Systems 1 and 3 are pressurized, the display appears

SW VLV PR

ELEV +L 0B S*

1B 2

R IB oe

OB 2

RUD/SPD BK ee

draulic Systems 1 and 2 are pressurized, the display appears

SW VLV

ELEV L OB

1B

R IB

OB

RUD/SPD BK



If Hydraulic Systems 2 and 3 are pressurized, the display appears

SW VLV PR

ELEV aL Bz

Qe

R She

2x

RUD/SPD BK 1 x

If only Hydraulic System 1 is pressurized the display appears as:

SW VLY
PR

ELEV ESOB 3

1B 2
R IB 3

0B 2

RUD/SPD BK 1 *

If only Hydraulic System 2 is pressurized the display appears as:

SW VLY S2

EREV = Es0B a

IB 3

R IB a

0B 5

RUD/SPD BK 3

If only Hydraulic System 3 is pressurized, the display appears as:

SW VLV PR

EEEV Ee OB 3%

2

3%

2
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